Innovative Ways to Recognize, Educate & Inspire

doesn’t have to be hard. Reward & Motivate Your Staff During National Nursing Assistants Week

Since 1977, National Nursing Assistants Week has been held to celebrate and recognize the outstanding work and contributions of nursing assistants in the healthcare industry. Your recognition of their efforts is easy, affordable, and effective. Your nursing assistant staff provides exceptional care and genuine compassion to your patients and residents all year round. Showing your appreciation through these ideas will never be a problem!

Since 1977, National Nursing Assistants Week has been held to celebrate and recognize the outstanding work and contributions of nursing assistants in the healthcare industry. Reward & Motivate Your Staff During National Nursing Assistants Week.

We ♥ Nursing Assistants

Really put your heart into National Nursing Assistants Week. Hang signs that read “Our CNAs Have a Lot of Heart.” Ask the non-nursing staff to wear something red or pink in honor of your nursing assistants. Have a spokesperson say a few words of thanks, and hand out each Nursing Assistant Week gift to the team. Here are a couple more suggestions for a successful and entertaining CNA week:

• For an interactive way to say “thanks,” just put the names of every nursing assistant into a hat, a basket, or even a bed pan (flowered, of course!). Have each staff member draw a name; then hand out fun trinkets to the winner and ask each participant to write a message of appreciation to the person whose name was selected. Gather them all up and distribute them along with a gift of appreciation, like a nursing assistants travel mug.

• Encourage your nursing assistants to bring in baby or childhood photos. Display them in the lunchroom or break room throughout the week, and at a set time, gather the staff and ask if they can identify who they are. Give small gifts to everyone who participated and award a nursing assistant tote bag or pupil to the winner.

• Make a list of 10 questions about your facility’s history, current staff, interesting tidbits about nursing, etc. Have your team of nursing assistants write down guesses as you read the questions to the group, and award the highest scorer with a nursing assistants gift trio.

A Winning Staff

Plan a recognition luncheon for your CNAs after each shift, complete with balloons and decorations. Have a couple more suggestions for a successful and entertaining CNA week:

• Plan a recognition luncheon for your CNAs after each shift, complete with balloons and decorations. Have a small gift for everyone who participated and hand out a nursing assistants travel mug.

• Make a list of 10 questions about your facility’s history, current staff, interesting tidbits about nursing, etc. Have your team of nursing assistants write down guesses as you read the questions to the group, and award the highest scorer with a nursing assistants gift trio.

Your nursing assistant staff provides exceptional care and genuine compassion to your patients and residents all year round. Showing your appreciation to your Clinical House Nursing Assistants Week ideas and other creative ways to express gratitude, boost morale, and encourage teamwork!
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